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1. Introduction
Different languages present us with rather different likelihoods of deleting consonants. The very
common deletion processes that target /t/ and /d/ in various English dialects have been discussed in
detail in linguistic research, but English does not exhibit other well-known phonological processes such
as /s/ deletion, a process that is very common in a number of Romance languages. A curious linguist
might therefore want to know what leads to the observed in-language typology of deletion processes in
any language. This paper traces some of the reasons for the in-language typology of deletion processes
in English to phone informativity, a concept first introduced in Cohen Priva & Jurafsky (2008).
Phone informativity tries to approximate the usefulness of recognizing a phone for what it is: how
useful it is for language users to understand that some segment in a sequence of segments they hear is
a /t/, for instance, rather than some other phone. This approximation is done by assessing how helpful
each phone usually is in word recognition, given a corpus of spoken language data.
To evaluate whether phone informativity plays a significant role in determining the in-language
typology of deletion processes in English, the paper begins by examining the deletion rates of
English stops. The deletion patterns illuminate several shortcomings of theoretical frameworks such
as markedness and underspecification, as well as data-driven approaches such as uniform information
density in explaining the observed data. The magnitude of influence that phone informativity has on
phone deletion is evaluated using corpus-based experiments that control for phonological and phonetic
biases, as well as different information theoretic explanations. Finally, a discussion of functional and
non-functional explanations in phonology places informativity as a bridge between the two.

2. The Deletion Paradox
The need for a concept such as phone informativity emerges from the various patterns of
phonological processes that we see in different languages. American English provides us with a
particularly striking example of what initially seems to be an arbitrary typology of deletion probabilities
of oral and nasal stops. The table in (1) summarizes the different observed probabilities of having each
stop deleted, as sampled from the Buckeye Natural Speech Corpus (Pitt et al., 2007).
(1)

Buckeye stop deletion probabilities:
Place
Voiceless Stops
Phone Deletion Prob.
Labial
/p/
0.008
/k/
0.028
Dorsal
/t/
0.194
Coronal

Voiced Stops
Phone Deletion Prob.
/b/
0.068
/g/
0.012
/d/
0.360

Nasal Stops
Phone Deletion Prob.
/m/
0.016
/N/
0.106
/n/
0.085

The Buckeye Natural Speech Corpus (Pitt et al., 2007) is a a collection of interviews of local
residents of Columbus, Ohio, hand transcribed to provide the actual surface realization of the words
that were uttered. In order to detect deletions, an edit-distance program, modified to accommodate for
common substitutions, was used to correlate the phones of a word with the phones in the word’s CMU
(Weide, 1998) dictionary representation.1 A phone was considered to be deleted if the algorithm did not
align it with a surface phone.2 Only words for which the alignment process did not yield too low a score
1

Weight modifications were needed since vowels, for instance, are more likely to surface as other vowels than
as consonants. For a complete list of weight modifications, please contact the author.
2
Note that this means that mergers were counted as deletions of one of the merged phones.
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were considered.3
While we might expect the hierarchy of deletion rates to remain constant across different stop types,
table (1) shows that the hierarchy varies with every type of stop: /b/ is more likely to delete than /g/, but
/p/ and /m/ are less likely to delete than /k/ and /N/. This is not an incidental fact about deletion rates,
as the same patterns emerge in phone duration hierarchies as well (Cohen Priva & Jurafsky, 2008). Even
if we restrict ourselves to word-medial segments (eliminating cross-word and morphological biases), the
asymmetries between labial and dorsal stops remain, as table (2) shows.
(2)

Buckeye medial stop deletion probabilities:
Voiceless Stops
Voiced Stops
Place
Phone Deletion Prob. Phone Deletion Prob.
Labial
/p/
0.010
/b/
0.099
/k/
0.022
/g/
0.038
Dorsal
/t/
0.169
/d/
0.230
Coronal

Nasal Stops
Phone Deletion Prob.
/m/
0.041
/N/
0.093
/n/
0.123

While there are certainly articulatory and perceptual biases (or even more abstract factors such
as markedness) that play a role in shaping the observed deletion hierarchies, this paper suggests that in
order to explain consonant deletion hierarchies we need to take into account the informativity of different
phones. In order to better understand why we need this new concept, we should first consider competing
explanations and discuss the benefits and problems with each theoretical approach.

3. Previous Phonetic and phonological explanations
We should consider and control for three other accounts for the different deletion rates: markedness,
underspecification and perceptual / articulatory biases.
Markedness hierarchies, as in de Lacy (2002), are often used to provide an explanation for phonespecific patterns in phonology. Let us spell out such an attempt for the relevant data. Since coronals,
which are considered less marked than labials and dorsals delete more frequently, we may suggest that
more marked segments delete less frequently than less marked one.
Since we usually assume coronals to be less marked than labials and dorsals, the markedness-based
account immediately solves the contrast between coronals, and dorsals and labials. Word medially,
coronals always delete more than labials and dorsals, and the only exception is the case of /N/, which
deletes more than /n/ when we include word edges. This is probably biased by processes that target the
-ing suffix, rather than /N/. However, we still have to account for the different deletion ratios between
dorsals and labials – should we suggest different markedness hierarchies for each class of stops? The
UPSID database (Maddieson, 1984) tells us that indeed more languages have /k/ than /p/ (403 : 375),
and that more languages have /b/ than /g/ (287 : 253), even though this difference is not significant
(p > 0.05). If it were significant, it would explain the difference between the deletion ratios of voiced
and voiceless oral stops. However, for nasal stops the opposite holds, as more languages have /m/ than
/N/ (425 : 237). In comparison with voiceless stops, this difference is significant (p < 0.001), but the
deletion probability of both /N/ and /k/ is greater than that of /m/ and /p/. The markedness-based
account predicts that they would differ: /m/ should delete more than /N/. More problematically, it is not
clear from a functional perspective why speakers should preserve marked segments rather than unmarked
ones, which are characterized as more difficult to pronounce.
Another attempt to solve the medial stop deletion paradox may invoke underspecification accounts,
such as the one presented in Kiparsky (1993). Under this proposal phones that specify fewer features
are more likely to delete because fewer features need to be deleted before none remain, and the segment
gets deleted. This provides us with a theoretically appealing solution to the contrast between coronals
on the on hand and dorsals and labials on the other. We may use the underspecification-based proposal
to say that since coronal segments do not specify their place of articulation but dorsals and labials do,
it makes them easier to delete. However, the underspecification-based account falls short of explaining
asymmetries in deletion rates between labials and dorsals. There is no formal feature that uniquely
distinguishes between /g/ and /b/ with the effect that /g/ is rendered more specified than /b/, while at
the same time /p/ is more specified than /k/.
3

Low alignment scores were generated, for instance, when most of the phones were deleted.
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Lastly, we may turn to explanations that refer to perceptual and articulatory biases among stops.
Côté (2004) shows that oral stops are more likely to delete following a nasal that shares their place
of articulation, since it is more difficult to articulate and perceive them in such an environment. In the
Buckeye corpus /p/ deletes more after /m/ than in other environments, but even in a perceptually salient
environment such as intervocalic contexts, /b/ and /k/ are more likely to delete than /g/ and /p/. Thus,
perceptual and articulatory accounts successfully explain some properties of deletion patterns in English,
but they cannot account for the full range of phenomena either.

4. Previous information theoretic explanations
The idea that information theoretic-like concerns affect linguistic behavior precedes information
theory Shannon (1948). Zipf (1929), for instance, predicted that more frequent phones are more likely
to simplify than less frequent ones. In this section we will consider two closely related information
theoretic accounts: a frequency-based account, and local predictability-based account.
How can frequency affect consonant deletion? Zipf (1929) appeals to usage: what we use more often
becomes more efficient, and the outcome of this efficiency is simplification. We can use this approach
to interpret Jurafsky et al. (2001) as showing the same thing: frequent words become shorter because
they are used more frequently. Using this interpretation, frequent phones get deleted because they are
over-simplified (which may remind us of the underspecification account). There are other interpretations
for frequency-based effects. What is most frequent is also language users’ ‘best guess’ when they know
very little else. The ‘best guess’ procedure might be explained as follows. If a language user hears a
stop, but cannot identify its voicedness or place of articulation, the language user should ‘guess’ that it
is a /t/, because /t/ is the most frequent stop in English. Put another way: if a phone is guessable from
very few cues, deleting a phone entirely would not seriously harm the listener’s attempts to comprehend
a word.
A simple way to measure frequency is to use the counts within a corpus: the number of times we
saw a phone ϕ, C (ϕ). If we divide the counts by the same number for all phones, we do not change the
magnitude of different counts. If that constant is the sum of the counts of all phones, we get an equivalent
probability-like measurement, which for large corpora is a close approximation of the probability of
seeing ϕ in the language, Pr (ϕ).
Phone frequency provides a good explanation for the differences between voiced and voiceless stops,
as table (3) demonstrates. /b/ is more frequent in English than /g/, and /k/ is more frequent than /p/,
making them easier to recover. However, this explanation fails to account for the hierarchy of deletion
rates among nasal stops. In the Buckeye corpus, /N/ deletes more frequently than /m/ word-medially
even though there are twice as many /m/s as /N/s word-medially.
(3)

Buckeye medial stop deletion probabilities and phone probabilities:
Voiceless Stops
Voiced Stops
Place
Del Pr Phone Pr
Del Pr Phone Pr
Labial
/p/ 0.010
0.020
/b/ 0.099
0.015
/k/ 0.022
0.031
/g/ 0.038
0.006
Dorsal
0.048
/d/ 0.230
0.020
Coronal /t/ 0.169

Nasal Stops
Del Pr
/m/ 0.041
/N/
0.093
/n/
0.123

Phone Pr
0.020
0.009
0.118

A local predictability-based account takes the ‘best guess’ story a little further. Consider the case of
the -tion suffix in English in the word ‘explanation’. When speakers reach the sequence /S @/ they know
already that an /n/ will follow. In other words, hearing [n] after the sequence of phones that precede
it does nothing except reaffirm the speaker’s expectations that such a phone will follow. In itself, /n/
provides no information. It is reasonable, therefore, that speakers could delete it, without harming the
listener’s ability to comprehend the word. We can define the listeners’ ‘surprisal’ at hearing a phone ϕ
in some context CON using conditional probability, Pr (ϕ|CON ), of which the negative log value is
taken to get an estimate in ‘bits’ of information: − log2 Pr (ϕ|CON ). In the example above, we were
positive that [n] is going to follow, which makes our estimate of Pr (n|[# E k s p l @ n eI S @) equal 1,
and our surprisal is zero (the log of 1 is 0). In other words, we are not surprised at all. Since we are
not surprised at all, in the information theoretic sense we didn’t gain any information by hearing [n].
However, in other cases we may just be more or less positive what is going to follow. Functionally, we
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still expect the speaker to omit more predictable phones than less predictable ones, since they provide
less information. Deletion processes can therefore be characterized as reducing language redundancies,
and be expected to occur more where language is redundant.
Different theories may define the context CON differently, or not use it at all. One way is
to generalize how bits are measured by setting CON to provide different levels of information. A
common approach, taken for instance in Raymond et al. (2006), is to take one or two preceding
phones as the context, yielding specific measurements often labeled bi-phone and tri-phone, respectively:
− log2 Pr (ϕi |ϕi−1 ) and − log2 Pr (ϕi |ϕi−2 ϕi−1 ). Since frequency is not dependent on context, we can
set CON to be the zero context, which allows us to treat phone probability in much the same way, to
get a measurement labeled uni-phone, − log2 Pr (ϕ). Bi-phones and tri-phones approximate a very local
context that is akin perhaps to the phonotactics of the language. Another approach, taken in van Son
& Pols (2003), is to try to approximate the amount of information that is associated with a phone at a
word-prediction level, by taking as context all the preceding phones: − log2 Pr (ϕi |ϕ0 . . . ϕi−1 ). This
measurement is the one used above to describe the case of the final /n/ in the word ‘explanation’. In
order to estimate the probability of seeing a phone in context, it is common to use counts, which uses
the same approach that was used above for calculating phone probabilities. The probability of seeing
a phone in context is estimated to be C(ϕ, CON )/C(CON ): the number of times we saw ϕ in the
context CON over the number of times we saw the context CON .
Local predictability in its various forms has been shown to affect linguistic performance. Aylett &
Turk (2006) show that syllable nuclei are shorter when they are locally predictable from context.Similar
studies demonstrate the same for other levels of linguistic representation, such as consonants, morphemes
and words (Pluymaekers et al., 2005; van Son & Pols, 2003; van Son & van Santen, 2005; Cohen Priva &
Jurafsky, 2008). Other studies link local predictability to syntactic planning (Levy & Jaeger, 2006) and
use it to provide a basis for markedness (Hume, 2008). When we adapt this view to consonant deletion,
we expect that more predictable segments would delete more than less predictable ones (following local
predictability accounts), much like the frequency-based account predicted without context. This is what
Raymond et al. (2006) have shown for deletions of word-medial /t/ and /d/ at syllable onsets (but
surprisingly enough, the opposite held in codas).
Local predictability accounts account for a broad range of phenomena, but cannot be completely
correlated with the propensity of a phone to delete. While it is generally true that phones are more likely
to delete the more predictable they are, some phones delete even when they are not locally predictable,
while other phones delete even when they provide no information. Consider examples (4) and (5) from
the Buckeye corpus, where /t/ and /d/ delete even though they are rather surprising. This is the case
when we measure context from the beginning of the word: Pr(t|[# n oU) = 0.011, Pr(d|[# s @) =
0.007. It is also true when we measure it using only a context of two previous phones (tri-phone):
Pr(t|n oU) = 0.011 Pr(d|s @) = 0.01.
(4)

‘notice’ → [n oU @ s]

‘sudden’ → [s @ n]
"
On the other hand, /p/ is the only phone that can appear after [w @~k S 6] in ‘workshops’, and /m/
is the only phone that can appear after [@ k æ d @] in ‘academy’ (that is, they are fully recoverable from
previous context), and even locally they are not very surprising as Pr(p|S 6) = 0.398 and Pr(m|d @) =
0.048. Nevertheless, we would be fairly surprised to see them delete, since it is a well known fact that
English has /t/ and /d/ deletion processes, but no /p/ and /m/ deletion processes (though they still
delete, but at lower rates, see (1))
That unpredictability and deletion processes do not always coincide is further demonstrated by
the fact that deletion processes may delete phones that do carry information, contrary to expectation.
Consider the diachronic case of deletion of French plural markers that led to the conflation of the
plural form of the word ‘pommes’ with its singular form ‘pomme’, or the case of Puerto Rican Spanish
(Hochberg, 1986) where s-deletion removes agreement markers and conflates second and third person
verb forms. While such local loss of information may lead to compensation elsewhere (for instance, to
an increased usage of pronouns), it is hard to claim that deletion processes in language only serve to
improve communication.
(5)
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We therefore see that neither frequency effects nor local predictability effects are adequate to explain
the deletion rates of English stops. Frequency effects cannot account for why /n/ deletes more than
/m/, and local predictability effects do not explain why unpredictable /t/s delete more frequently than
predictable /p/s. The next section will propose a way to bridge the difference between the frequency and
local predictability accounts by introducing the concept of phone informativity. Like frequency, phone
informativity does not depend on local context, and like local predictability it emphasizes the importance
of the varying ‘usefulness’ of various phones from an information theoretic perspective.

5. Phone informativity
There is a tension between frequency-based explanations and local predictability accounts. If we
take the view of local predictability accounts, phonological changes are driven by functional concerns:
we delete or reduce uninformative elements. Frequency, in this view, is only an approximation due to
lack of knowledge about the context. When we do not know what the context is, frequency functions as
zero context ‘local’ predictability. But careful examination of the data shows us that frequent segments
delete also in cases where they remove information that is not locally reconstructible, as is the case with
s-deletion in Puerto Rican Spanish. Similarly, frequency-based accounts fail to predict that /N/, which
is usually very predictable from prior context in English, will delete frequently, since it is a relatively
infrequent phone. In other words, what both accounts fail to capture is that predictable phones behave
as predictable even when they are not: they ‘carry over’ being usually predictable to contexts where they
are unpredictable. This is the gap that phone informativity tries to bridge.
I propose that language users take into account how useful and informative a phone usually is when
they plan their articulation, and that this measurement, phone informativity, influences their deletion
choices. In this model less informative phones are more likely to delete even when they are unpredictable
in local context, and more informative phone are less likely to delete even when they are predictable in
local context. Thus, /t/ in ‘notice’ may get deleted because /t/ is uninformative, even though it is locally
unpredictable, as was the case in (4).
To approximate phone informativity, the phone’s local log predictability given all the phones that
precede it in the same word is taken, and averaged across every instance of the phone in spoken natural
language. This choice adopts the view presented in van Son & Pols (2003), which points to word
recognition as the relevant task for the contribution a phone makes. When matched against deletion
rate, the different deletion hierarchies across different stop types are approximated by each phone’s
informativity: /p/ and /m/ are more informative and delete less than /k/ and /N/, but /b/ is less
informative and deletes more than /g/, as table (6) shows.
(6)

Buckeye medial stop deletion probabilities and phone informativity:
Voiceless Stops
Voiced Stops
Nasal Stops
Place
Del Pr Inform.
Del Pr Inform.
Del Pr
Labial
/p/ 0.010
3.93
/b/ 0.099
3.96
/m/ 0.041
/k/ 0.022
2.75
/g/ 0.038
4.81
/N/
0.093
Dorsal
1.61
/d/ 0.230
1.89
/n/
0.123
Coronal /t/ 0.169

Inform.
3.08
0.24
1.81

Much of what informativity explains has been addressed before by previous attempts. Local
predictability seems to explain well why /N/ deletes more than /m/, which none of the other attempts
could achieve. Moreover, phone informativity is highly correlated with other factors such as phone
frequency, phone local predictability and place of articulation. How can we tell whether informativity is
significant in its own right given other explanatory variables? To ascertain its contribution, sections §6-8
use multivariate logistic regressions to approximate how a phone’s likelihood to delete is affected by its
informativity, while controlling for previous accounts.

6. Experimental Design
Multivariate logistic regressions provide us with an appealing method for estimating whether phone
informativity plays a significant role in phone deletion in American English. The regression process tries
to estimate the deletion odds of each segment in the data, using the parameters provided. A parameter
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that is not useful will be estimated to have vanishingly small influence and will be removed from the
model. To avoid over-fitting of the model, R’s (R Development Core Team, 2007) step() function
(Hastie & Pregibon, 1992; Venables & Ripley, 2002) is used to prune the models of parameters that
allow such over-fitting. Following Raymond et al. (2006), the importance of informativity relative to
other parameters is estimated separately for syllable onsets and syllable codas. Both experiments show
phone informativity to have a significant and strong effect on the likelihood of phones to delete.
Except for measuring each segment’s likelihood for onsets and codas separately, both experiments
follow the same outline. Words in the corpus were taken to have their CMU dictionary (Weide, 1998)
representation, Buckeye corpus (Pitt et al., 2007) phones were associated with their respective words
based on their time alignments, and surface phone were associated with their dictionary representation
using a program that computed minimal edit-distance between surface and dictionary forms. This editdistance program was modified not to penalize different substitutions equally.4 This scheme means that
mergers were always counted as deletion and substitution. Word counts were estimated by counting word
occurrences in both the Buckeye and Switchboard corpora (Pitt et al., 2007; Godfrey & Holliman, 1997),
and counts for prefixes were based on the dictionary representation rather than surface representation.
Phone probability, conditional probability and informativity were all estimated to have their observed
values.
While all phones were used to calculate counts and probabilities, only medial phones were used in
the actual experiments, to avoid common morphological biases. Each phone’s phonological and phonetic
features have been matched using the phone’s dictionary representation rather than its surface form.
Controls were either utterance-based or phone-based. Phone-based controls were applied separately
for the phone in question, the immediately preceding phone, and the immediately following phone.
Interactions between controls were not used except where noted. For a complete list of controls, see
tables (7) and (8).
(7)

Phone-level controls, repeated for current, previous and following phone.
Name
Description
Place
place of articulation, vowels have the same null place
Subplace
all non-coronals have the same null subplace, non-strident fricatives are
dental, /j/, /S/, /Z/, /Ù/ and /Ã/ are post-aleveolar, the rest are alveolar
Voiced
voiced consonants are ‘Voiced’
Continuant
approximants and fricatives are ‘Continuant’
Sonorant
approximants and nasals are ‘Sonorant’
Nasal
/n/, /m/ and /N/ are ‘Nasal’
Approx
/j/, /w/ and /r/ are ‘Approx’
Consonantal
approximants and vowels are not ‘Consonantal’.
Vowel Length
non-vowels have a non-vowel value, vowels that have an off-glide are
‘Long’, the rest are ‘Short’
Back
vowels that begin in a back position are ‘Back’
Front
vowels that end in a front position are ‘Front’
High
vowels that end in a high position are ‘High’
Low
vowels that begin in a low position are ‘Low’
Round
vowels that begin or end with lip closure are ‘Round’
Mid
vowels that end in mid-height are ‘Mid’
Uni-phone
approx. prob. of seeing a phone in any context
Bi-phone
approx. prob. of seeing a phone given the previous phone
Tri-phone
approx. prob. of seeing a phone given two previous phones
Word-based pre- approx. prob. of seeing a phone given all the preceding phones in the
dictability
same word. Note: not computed for neighboring phones.

4

See footnote 1.
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(8)

Other controls:
Name
Stress
Speech Rate
Word Frequency
Edge Distance
Place Identities
Remaining
Information

Description
marks primary / secondary / no stress on the syllable, using a syllabified
file of CMU prepared by Mike Speriosu and Arto Anttila
logged number of lexical phones / second between two pauses
approx. word prob. without context (logged)
log distance from beginning of word and log distance from end of word
three binary parameters that are ‘true’ if the place of articulation of the
current / previous / following phone equals any of the other phones
The accumulated word-based predictability of all the phones that follow
the current phone.

Phone identity was not used as a feature. While using phone identity would improve the descriptive
predictions the model makes, it would also hide from us any reason for why such phone-specific or
interaction-specific modifications occurred. Phone identity would not let us approximate any factor that
is entailed by it: the phonological features of the phone, phone frequency and phone informativity. Since
our question is why phones are different one another, including phone identity as a feature will not let us
do so.

7. Experiment 1: medial onset deletion in English
The principal goal of this experiment is to check whether for medial onset deletions, phone
informativity can be reduced to other factors. If informativity is not reducible to other factors and comes
out significant in our model, we also expect more informative phones to delete less frequently than more
informative ones, even after factors such as local predictability have been accounted for. In addition to
our main question, the experiments seeks to answer some ancillary questions. We would like to check
whether phone deletion is affected by the informativity of neighboring phones. We have no predictions
as for the direction of influence neighboring phones may have.
Method: This experiment uses the method described in §6, but was limited to word-medial onsets.
Results: table (9) lists the estimates for informativity factors.56
(9)

Medial onset deletion partial summary table:
Factor
Estimate
Current Phone Informativity
−0.55928
Previous Phone Informativity
0.40409
Following Phone Informativity
0.23072

Std. Error
0.10045
0.08053
0.09267

z value
−5.568
5.018
2.490

P r(> |z|)
2.58e − 08
5.22e − 07
0.012784

Phone informativity is a significant factor in predicting phone deletion: the higher it is, the less
likely the phone is to delete. The informativity of a previous phone also has a significant influence: the
target phone is more likely delete if the phone that precedes it is informative. The informativity of the
following phone has a relatively minor effect, increasing the likelihood of the target phone to delete the
higher the informativity of the following phone is.
Discussion: The regression analysis provides clear support for phone informativity. Even after
controlling for phone frequency, local predictability as well as phonetic and phonological factors, phone
informativity still turns out to be a significant factor in affecting phone deletion rates at word-medial
syllable onsets: more informative phones are less likely to delete.
5

Please contact the author for the full list of estimates.
For those unfamiliar with logistic regressions, here are a few guidelines to reading the summary tables. Logistic
regression estimates log odds ratios. Negative coefficients mean that the result is less likely to occur, and positive
coefficients mean the opposite: in our case ‘the result’ is the likelihood of the phone to be deleted. Since this
is a log odds ratio model, for binary and categorical factors we raise e to the power of the coefficient to get the
magnitude of the effect: if the coefficient is 2 we are e2 more likely to see the result if the factor is true or has the
relevant value. For real-valued parameters such as probability-based measurements and rate of speech we multiply
the coefficient with the value of the variable. Since the coefficient for current informativity is −0.55928, the phone
is e0.559 = 1.749 times less likely to delete for every increase of 1 bit in phone informativity.
6
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An interesting fact stems from the significant influence the informativity of the previous phone has
on the results: the current phone is more likely to delete the higher the informativity of the previous
phone. We can consider the following explanation: deleting a phone in an onset promoted the previous
phone to a more prominent position, which makes it easier to perceive. Future experiments are needed
to check this hypothesis.7

8. Experiment 2: medial coda deletion in English
As with the previous experiment, our goals in this experiment are to check whether informativity can
be reduced to other factors, except we check this prediction at syllable codas. If the phone informativity
account holds for deletion processes in syllabic codas, we expect that more informative phones will be
less likely to delete than less informative ones. Our secondary goal is to check whether the informativity
of neighboring phones has an additional effect on phone deletion.
Method: this experiment was run as described in §6, but was limited to word-medial codas.
Results: Results: table (10) lists the estimates for informativity factors.
(10) Medial coda deletion partial summary table:
Factor
Estimate
Current Phone Informativity
−0.61780
Previous Phone Informativity
−0.65977
Following Phone Informativity −1.06063

Std. Error
0.09096
0.06263
0.09245

z value
−6.792
−10.534
−11.473

Pr(> |z|)
1.11e − 11
< 2e − 16
< 2e − 16

Phone informativity was found to significantly influence the likelihood of a phone to delete: more
informative phones are less likely to delete. Phone frequency had no significant contribution after
phone informativity was introduced. Word frequency was not found to be significant regardless of the
introduction of phone informativity. In addition, as the informativity of neighboring phones rises, the
phone we check becomes less likely to delete.
Discussion: This experiment provides support for the informativity account: more informative
phones are less likely to delete at syllable codas. The influence of neighboring phones has an opposite
effect than it had at syllable onsets, however, perhaps because the functional explanation proposed above
does not hold at syllable codas: deleting a phone at the coda does not promote its neighboring phones
to a more prominent position. It is important to note that phone informativity took the place of phone
frequency, which means that even though the two are highly correlated, informativity explains phone
deletion better at syllable codas, providing further support for the informativity-based account.
As the informativity of neighboring phones rises, the phone’s likelihood to delete reduces. This
may be because the explanation we provided for the increased prominence of the previous phone does
not hold for codas, but as before, more experiments are needed to pin down the exact reason for this
effect.
Notice other interesting result that will not be discussed here: word frequency score had no influence
on the deletion likelihood of codas as opposed to what we would expect given Jurafsky et al. (2001).

9. Summary
Both the theoretical analysis of oral and nasal stop deletion ratios in English and the data driven
experiments of medial consonant deletion demonstrate the appeal of an approach that uses a context
independent measurement for phone usefulness in explaining the typology of consonant deletion
processes. However, this out-of-context measurement emerges from contextual considerations: speakers
are biased by how useful a phone usually is regardless of the context it appears in. There is no clear
functional justification for using this aggregate instead of the in-context predictability, which suggests
that informativity becomes part of the knowledge kept about each phone. This provides us with a
7

But preliminary results seem to provide support for this hypothesis: a model that uses the difference between
the informativity of the current phone and the previous one is not significantly worse than the model that uses both
scores, with p > 0.2, and a model in which we only use the informativity of the previous phone if the previous phone
is a consonant (since a vowel will not gain prominence by having the onset phone deleted) explains the observed
data better than the model discussed in this section.
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relatively rare view into the relationship between functional and non-functional considerations in human
language. Functional considerations (in this case local predictability) shape a mental representation (in
this case phone informativity) which is then reflected back in language usage.
Using previous accounts to solve the in-language typology of consonant deletions has yielded
limited results. It does not seem that the different likelihoods of phone deletion are reducible phonetic
and phonological reasons such as markedness, underspecification or articulatory and perceptual biases.
Frequency and local predictability predict some of the variance that phonological theories do not account
for, but do not explain why phones can be both infrequent and likely to delete, or completely predictable
but stable. At the same time, previous measures cannot be dismissed, as only phone frequency applied
to deletions in syllabic codas was completely removed from being significant when phone informativity
was introduced. Phone informativity therefore does not rid us of any of the previous accounts, but rather
adds to them by neatly explaining holes in previous theories.
Together with Cohen Priva & Jurafsky (2008), this paper establishes the relevance of phone
informativity to the in-language typology of phonetic and phonological treatment of American English
consonants. However, it is unlikely that phone informativity is a property of English alone, or
of consonants alone. Other desirable extensions of this research include extending the scope of
informativity to morphology and historical change.
Thanks: to Dan Jurafsky, Paul Kiparsky, Arto Anttila, Chris Manning and Matthew Adams, for
many hours of discussion and advice, and to WCCFL reviewers for their useful comments.
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